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1. ABSTRACT 
It is possible to teach architectural-level 
issues as early as CSl/CS2. But the ul- 
timate success of this approach hinges in 
part on the availability of appropriate 
tools to assist students in building the 
right mental models of the development 
and composition of software systems. 
1.1 Keywords 
Software engineering education and training, software engi- 
neering tools and environments, software architecture 

2. INTRODUCTION 
Early work on software architecture was largely descriptive 
(e.g., [ 161). It involved selecting samples of “real” software 
systems and producing taxonomies of the architectural 
styles observed in them. Recently, material that is more 
prescriptive has become available which advises software 
engineers regarding when they might use different architec- 
tural styles [ 131. But in both kinds of work, authors have 
generally assumed (quite correctly) that their readers are ex- 
perienced software engineers who harbor a variety of mental 
models of what software is and how it is constructed. 
These mental models are firmly entrenched in the readers 
minds, sometimes dating from the time they took their first 
CS courses. So, a major part of an author’s task when 
writing about software architecture is to augment or even to 
replace people’s existing mental models with ones based on 
the new terminology and concepts. 

Should we perpetuate the need to change people’s mental 
models of software by continuing to teach introductory CS 
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courses in a traditional manner? Or should we try to help 
new CS students develop a higher-level iniriul mental 
model of what software is and how it is constructed, by 
explicitly discussing and being prescriptive about software 
architecture ideas as students first learn about software? In 
this position paper we outline some observations from our 
experience in attempting to do the latter, concentrating at- 
tention on tool support - one factor which seems to be 
very important in helping a student form a rich mental 
model of software that is consistent with the ideas of soft- 
ware architecture. 

3. BACKGROUND 
For over a decade, the Reusable Software Research Group 
(RSRG) at The Ohio State University (OSU) has been ex- 
ploring component-based software engineering technology. 
This work has led to the RESOLVE framework, language, 
and discipline [17]. Stated in software architecture terms, 
the RESOLVE framework and discipline provide a detailed 
prescription for how to: 
. think about component-based software systems, and 
. design undbuild software having a particular (yet quite 

general) architectural style. 

The particular style we advocate is based on design of, and 
with, abstract and concrete templates, and the primary com- 
position mechanism is template instantiation. The disci- 
pline is quite detailed; it mandates particular ways of arC 
dressing not just “macro-architectural” but many “micro- 
architectural” issues commonly faced by software designers 
[8]. The RESOLVE language is usually listed (e.g., see 
the on-line “Software Architecture Technology Guide” at 
http://www-ast.tds-gn.lmco.com/arch/guide.html) as one of 
several “architecture description languages”, or ADLs. The 
RSRG home page is at http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/rsrg. 

Since late 1996 we have been carefully weaving many of 
the key ideas developed by the group into the curriculum of 
first-year CS courses for majors at OSU and elsewhere [9, 
191. Others have taught software architecture principles in 
advanced courses (e.g., [6]), but to our knowledge, we ate 
the first to base introductory CS courses on such a view of 
software. These curriculum innovations reflect our opinion 
that we need to start immediately building in students’ 
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minds a modem integrated component-based view of soft- 
ware in which architectural issues play a central role. 

4. POSITION 
We maintain the following position: 

It is possible to teach architectural-level issues as early 
as CSlKS2. But the ultimate success of this ap 
preach hinges in part on the availability of appropriate 
tools to assist students in building the right mental 
models of the development and composition of soft- 
ware systems. 

The basis for the first part of the position is outlined in [9], 
which we do not further discuss here. Rather, we concen- 
trate on second part of the position, which is supported 
both by the previous research on interactive systems in 
general (e.g., [lo, 1 l]), and our own experience in these 
new courses. A typical student forms early - and thereaf- 
ter rather vigorously clings to - some initial mental model 
of what “software” is. The student does not have the luxury 
of opting out and forming no such mental model whatever. 
Even in the absence of explicit instructions to form a par- 
ticular mental model as a way of thinking about software 
and software engineering, the student must and does form 
one just to deal with the program editor1 which is used to 
do course assignments. 

A typical student in a traditional CSl course today starts 
out writing small programs, from scratch in a language 
such as C or C++, using a text editor that gives complete 
freedom and little or no guidance during the process of 
software development. Many other approaches to editors 
have been explored with the goal of providing additional 
support for the challenging and demanding task of building 
software (e.g., [12, 14]), and some have even been used in 
introductory courses (e.g., [5, 151). Every editor has one 
intrinsic feature, though: Through its system image, i.e., 
its user interface and documentation, it conveys to the user 
some conceptual model of what a software system is. But 
in no tool we know of - and certainly in no tool used in 
introductory courses - is this model adequate for discuss- 
ing architectural-level issues. 

The conceptual model of software that an editor projects 
depends essentially on two things: the representation used 
to display software components, and the operations the edi- 
tor provides to manipulate, modify, and combine compo- 
nents. A text editor that displays programs as simple text, 
and that provides text-editing operations such as cut-and- 
paste, suggests a model of a software system as some files 
containing text which has little or no structure beyond what 
is required to get the compiler to accept that text. So, what 
do most students think a software system is? Not surpris- 

’ Throughout this paper we use “program editor”, or simply 
“editor”, to refer to the tool used to enter, modify, and view 
software. 

ingly, a typical student whose experience has been with a 
traditional CSl course thinks that it is one or more files 
containing text written in a programming language. 

Many software professionals retain this mental model even 
after many years on the job; hence, it is often difficult to 
convey the view that software systems have “architectures” 
and that the “components” of software systems are not nec- 
essarily tiles and lines of code. Other experienced software 
engineers have managed to overcome their initial, simplis- 
tic mental models and have formed their own new mental 
models of what software is and how it is constructed from 
language-oriented building blocks. Here each building 
block (perhaps a procedure, or a class, or a template, or a 
“filter”) has a meaning, a role, and a purpose that go beyond 
the concrete syntactic representation the language assigns to 
the constructs involved in describing it. Developing an 
even more sophisticated view requires a higher-level notion 
of what software is: A software system is not a string of 
characters or any other concrete representation; it is a set of 
conceptual entities built from other conceptual entities to 
achieve an intended behavior. 

5. TOOL DESIGN ISSUES 
What should a program editor be like in order to help stu- 
dents form an initial mental model of software which is 
sophisticated enough to involve the higher-level notions 
related to software architecture, and which therefore is not 
based merely on files containing programming language 
code? We use the term concept& editor to describe a pro- 
gram editor designed to support and promote a specific 
high-level conceptual model of the development and com- 
position of software systems. This section outlines some 
requirements that we consider fundamental to the design of 
such a tool. In context we briefly explain the status of the 
Software Composition Workbench (SCW) tool we are de- 
veloping and currently deploying in our CSlXS2 classes. 
It is designed to meet these requirements. Additional details 
and comparisons of the SCW with syntax-directed editors, 
structure editors, and visual environments, are provided in 
El, 2, 31. 

5.1 Conceptual model integrity 
A high-level conceptual model of software and how it 
should be developed is the necessary starting point in the 
design of a conceptual editor. Without such a model guid- 
ing the design of the editor, it is unlikely, if not impossi- 
ble, that the resulting tool will convey the appropriate men- 
tal model to students. Most existing editors typically ate 
designed around one or more programming languages and/or 
the demands of traditional programmers, and they fail to 
provide a clear, consistent, high-level view of what software 
is and how it is constructed. 

The SCW is based on the RESOLVE? framework in general 
more specifically on the ACTZ (“abstract and concrete tem- 
plates and instances”) model of component-based software 
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systems. ACTI is a conceptual model of software systems 
and subsystems that was proposed and formalized by Ed- 
wards [4]. We introduce ACTI in our CSlKS2 courses [9, 
191 as the basis for explaining what a software system is 
and how it should be designed. 

5.2 Programming language independence 
A conceptual editor is not influenced by language mecha- 
nisms or by the hatdware or operating system - things 
that usually have a big impact on the design of program- 
ming languages. However, it is strongly influenced by the 
architectural style(s) it is supposed to support, by the soft- 
ware development discipline, and by the programming para- 
digm. For instance, if we want to convey a “pipes-and- 
filters” architectural style, then we might treat a software 
system conceptually as a collection of components (filters) 
and connectors (pipes). On the other hand, if we choose to 
convey an object-oriented architectural style, then we might 
treat a software system conceptually as a collection of 
classes and objects, where objects are instances of classes, 
and classes have methods and attributes. Even for a given 
style there might be more than one model (or more than 
one way to look at things) that applies to the same entity, 
e.g., a data flow model vs. a control flow model of algo- 
rithms. 

The SCW is designed to convey the ACTI model and the 
associated RESOLVE discipline for using it (which, as 
mentioned in Section 3, involves template instantiation as 
the primary architectural-level composition mechanism). 

5.3 Distinctions among intellectual tasks 
The conceptual model also must reflect the fact that build- 
ing software involves many intellectually distinct activities, 
and conceptually distinct entities. So, for instance, com- 
posing components (system integration) is intellectually 
different from designing a new component interface, which 
is intellectually different from implementing it. 

The SCW directly supports each of the above distinct ac- 
tivities as well as other separable tasks related to compo- 
nent extension, unit testing, modular reasoning, etc. 

5.4 Constraints as guides 
The editor can guide the student by limiting the space of 
possible alternatives to those that are meaningful and con- 
sistent with the conceptual model the tool is trying to con- 
vey. The use of appropriate syntactic and semantic con- 
straints can be an effective way of leading the student to the 
recommended architectural and design choices. For exam- 
ple, a conceptual editor promoting a pipes-and-filters archi- 
tectural style could enforce certain structural constraints on 
the configuration of components and connectors [18]. Of 
course, the constraints imposed by the editor must be cho- 
sen - and the editor must be designed - so the student 
perceives them as helpful and not restrictive. 

The RESOLVE discipline is highly prescriptive, so impos- 
ing constraints with the SCW is no problem. Only experi- 

ence with the SCW will let us determine whether students 
view these constraints as helpful or too restrictive. 

5.5 Visibility 
Important aspects of a system often are hidden among other 
details, forcing the student to make an additional effort to 
keep track of them, and possibly causing problems when 
the student ignores them. The important conceptual enti- 
ties involved must all be made explicitly visible. For in- 
stance, the relationships (design-time dependencies or inte- 
gration-time dependencies [7]) among components should 
be made visible and easily accessible to the student so the 
architecture of the system can be more easily understood and 
directly manipulated. 

We routinely use two kinds of diagrams [9, 191 to visualize 
relationships involving various ACTI conceptual entities, 
but these diagrammatic views currently are not supported by 
the SCW. With some experience we hope to be able to 
determine whether such diagrams are as useful with tool 
support as they are when drawn as paper documentation. 

5.6 Representation consistency 
How the important aspects of a software system are pre- 
sented to students is essential to their proper understanding 
and successful development of software. This representa- 
tion is key to a successful conceptual editor. If it captures 
the nature of the conceptual model, if can promote it and 
thus provide support for the tasks to be done. On the other 
hand, the wrong representation can doom an editor to fail- 
ure. Different representations for different aspects of a sys- 
tem may be necessary in an architectural style that involves 
conceptually distinct activities. So, for example, the use of 
boxes to represent components and directed lines to repre- 
sent connectors may be appropriate in some circumstances 
(e.g., if a connector represents a fixed, design-time relation- 
ship between components). In other situations the connec- 
tors themselves might be viewed as first-class entities and 
might be represented with their own boxes (e.g., if a con- 
nector specifies a protocol for hooking up components [ 161 
or another less traditional relationship [ 181). 

The SCW uses a form-based representational approach with 
the forms organization directly matching the ACTI concep 
tual model organization. Currently it uses no diagrams of 
the type mentioned above. 

5.7 Appropriate operations 
The operations supported by the editor for the construction 
and manipulation of a program must make sense in the 
realm of the conceptual model. To this end, they must not 
be chosen based on the actual displayed representation of the 
software system, but based only on the conceptual view 
being defined. For example, a tool using a “boxes-and- 
arrows” notation (boxes for components and arrows for 
connectors), should provide operations with conceptual in- 
tegrity to create new components, to add/remove compo- 
nents to the current system, to connect the components in 
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meaningful ways [ 181, etc. It should not provide operations 
that directly manipulate the displayed representation, such 
as drawing a new box or drawing an arrow between two 
boxes. 

The SCW allows students to browse through component 
catalogs (i.e., not files) on the basis of component families 
(i.e., not a file system) and via a small set of conceptual 
relationships [7] among components defined in the ACTI 
model (i.e., not by following “##include” statements). New 
components are created essentially by filling in forms that 
reflect the meaningful conceptual entities of the ACTI 
model, mostly by using menus to select from among a 
small set of conceptually appropriate operations which ate 
determined by the context in which the user is working. 
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